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Single-frequency signaling liberates dial systems from the restrictions of

dc signaling methods. This freedom, as might be expected, is most important

in the long distance telephone plant where trunks are frequently too long or

have no conductors for dc signaling. The general plan of signal frequency

(SF) signaling is based upon continuous signaling because of it's speed

and reliability. In this respect it is like the usual dc trunk signaling schemes.

SF uses steady current in the trunk signaling path for the normal idle trunk

condition and no current in the signaling path for the other and alternate

busy (talking) trunk condition. This choice of signal conditions is essential

for SF signaling in-band systems, which as the name implies operate within

the standard voice channel, to avoid conflict between signal and voice trans-

mission. The same conditions are also used in SF out-of-band and separate

line systems.

The in-band SF system can be used with any type or length of line facility

that meets normal voice transmission requirements and is therefore the pre-

ferred method used by the Bell System to meet requirements for toll dialing on

a national basis, with other signaling arrangements limited to the shorter

trunks. The requirements, design considerations, main features, and method

of operation for the in-band system are outlined in this paper.

INTEODUCTION

The signaling requirements for dial telephone operation are naturally

more exacting than those for manual switching methods. This means a

high order of signaling system is needed to satisfy the requirements for

the toll telephone plant and for automatic toll switching systems de-

scribed in recent papers in this Journal.^' ^ Indeed the advantages in

speed and economy of dial telephone systems depend to a large extent

upon the type of signaling provided for them. The signaling arrange-

ments for intertoU telephone trunks which are the links between tele-

phone switching systems, therefore, become most important.

Dial operation in the past has been based upon dc signaling which is
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limited to relatively short distances and to line facilities having dc paths

available to them. In planning for nationwide dialing of long-distance

calls the need for an ac signahng system for dial telephone trunks be-

came apparent. The length of intertoU trunks and the extensive growth

in carrier line facilities which do not have associated dc paths made it

necessary to develop ac dial signaling systems. The single-frequency sig-

naling plan was developed for this purpose and is the first of its kind to

satisfy the conditions associated with long distance intertoll dialing in

the Bell System.

There are now several trunk signaling means that may be grouped as

using the SF signaling plan. These are (1) the adaptation of VT carrier

telegraph requiring an additional line channel independent of the voice

transmission line facihties, (2) Nl and 01 carrier signaling furnished as

part of these carrier terminals using 3,700 cycles outside but adjacent to

the voice paths, and (3) 1600-cycle and 2400-cycle signaling systems,

the in-band systems that use the voice paths.

Both in-band and out-of-band signaling have advantages and dis-

advantages. The in-band single-frequency signaling system uses ac in

the voice frequency range to pass full supervision and dial pulsing sig-

nals over the same paths that are furnished for voice transmission in

telephone trunks. This is accomplished mthout any loss in band width,

change in line facility or addition of intermediate signaling equipment.

On most calls voice and signal transmission are not required at the

same time. On the few calls going to intercept operators voice trans-

mission is impaired slightly by the effect of signal tone being on in one

direction. On calls encountering busies, it is desirable to return both

flashing supervision and interrupted audible tones. This can be done

with out-of-band signaling but in-band signaling can return either but

not both. The signaling system allows remote build-up and breakdown

and provides for supervision of the temporary connections ordinarily

used. Control and supervision of distant ends of trunks is required con-

tinuously whereas dial pulsing is required only at the start of calls and

speech transmission is required only when connections are established.

TRUNK SIGNALS
'

Before going into the details of the signaling system itself it seems

appropriate to review the trunk signals it is called upon to transmit.

Most intertoll trunks are arranged for two-way operation, which means

that a connection can originate at either end. To permit this operation,

the signaling in each direction must be symmetrical and the trunk must

allow the direction in which the connection is established to determine
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Table I— Calling to Called Direction

Trunk Condition

Idle (disconnect)
Connect
Dial pulsing*

Ring forward
Disconnect (idle)

Signaling Frequency

On
Off

On, then off, on pulses corresponding with dial break
intervals

On, then off, one pulse
On

* Multifrequeney pulsing,^ a separate a-c signaling system, is a faster means
of transmitting number information often used instead of dial pulsing. Its use
eliminates only the dial pulsing signals.

Table II—• Called to Calling Direction

Trunk Condition

Idle (on-hook)
Stop pulsing*
Start pulsing*
Flashing!

Off-hook (answer)
Ring back
On-hook (idle)

Signaling Frequency

On
Off

On
Off, then on, off pulses corresponding with off hook

supervision
Off

On, then off, on for duration of ring
On

* Stop- and start-pulsing control signals are required only in connection with
common control switching equipment.

t Flashing supervision signals are required only for operators; the on intervals
light cord circuit lamps to inform operators of the status of calls independeiitl}'
of the position of cord circuit talking keys.

the signaling interpretation. The latter is conveniently identified by
different names for the trunk signals in the two directions. Only two
signal conditions, that is, tone on or tone off, in each direction are re-

quired for all dial trunk signals. Contmuous dependence upon these two

conditions assures a high degree of reliability because of signal redun-

dancy. Tables I and II show the required dial intertoU trunk signals,

together with the action taken in regard to the signaling frequency.

The signaling system must be able to handle minimum and maximum
length signals. The minimum times occur in dial-pulsing where the

shortest signal element may be as low as^O milliseconds. All other types

of signals have longer durations.

The maximum permissible transmission time for signals between trunk

termmals is determined by the allowable unguarded intervals on two-

way trunks, during which double connections may occur, and also by
the stop-pulsing signal recognition interval. This time is limited to

about 175 milliseconds.

The distortion permitted in the transmission of signals is proportional

. i;^.^*JrlB^iNm^>de£:a^«i^i<^Sf&^-- li^^ar^^i^'.ilM^^3 .^il^^tl^^'Bui'^^ta.-'
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to the time duration of each signal. In general, variations in signal time

should be within ±5 per cent. All effects of the trunk signal medium

should be confined within the trunk terminals or be of such character as

to have no adverse reaction in connected circuits. This is necessary for

proper operation of switched connections.

BASIC PLAN

The in-band single-frequency signahng system, although fairly com-

plex in detail, is very simple in principle. Normally, i.e., when the circuit

is idle, steady tone is transmitted over the line and holds relays operated

at the receiving end. Signahng is accomplished by removing and re-

applying this tone, which in turn releases and reoperates the distant

relays. Independent operation is obtained in each direction with one

signal frequency on four-wire lines, which have separate one-way trans-

mission pathes from terminal to terminal, and with two signal fre-

quencies, one for each direction of transmission, on two-wire lines.

The signaling system is provided as a separate entity. It is connected

in series with the transmitting and receiving branches of the line circuit

at each end of a trunk and to the terminal relay circuit (trunk circuit) by

two one-w^ay signaling leads. A typical arrangement for a four-wire line

terminating in a two-wire switching office at the West terminal and a

four-wire switching office at the East terminal is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 — Application of single-frequenej' signaling to trunks with four-wire lines.
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In the case of two-wire lines, the signaling equipment is applied to

the four-wire transmission paths of terminal repeaters, using a different

frequency for signaling in opposite directions. Band elimination networks

are provided ahead of each receivuig circuit to block the transmitting

frequency, which would otherwise come into the receiver via echo paths

and interfere with its operation.

GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
'

The successful use of the voice path for signaling, especially for con-

tinuous as contrasted to "spurt" signaling, is feasible only by a compro-

mise among a number of conflicting factors. These factors or design con-

siderations are (a) choice of signal frequency, (b) signaling power and

receiver sensitivdty, (c) imitation of signal by speech or tones, (d) inter-

ference to signal by other tones and noises, and (e) audibility of signaling

tone to operators and subscribers.

(a) Choice of Signal Freqtiency

The choice of signal frequency is determined mainly by considerations

of signal imitation by speech. As will be shown later on, signal imitation

decreases rapidly as the signaling frequency is raised with the result that

the highest frequency that can be reliably handled by the transmission

path is used. In the case of some four-wire type lines, such as EB carrier,

the highest frequency that should be used is 1,600 cycles. However, the

use of 1,600 cycles results m an expensive signaling system and it is de-

sirable to have another system using a higher frequency {2,600 cycles)

for application to lines that can handle this frequency. These systems are

basically the same in principle and both are described in the present

article.

For application to two-wire lines the second frequency used is 2,000

cycles in the case of the older 1,600-cycle system and 2,400 cycles in the

new 2,600-cycle system.

(&) Signaling Power and Receiver Sensitivity

To limit cross talk into adjacent voice channels and to avoid adding

much signal power to the repeaters it is desirable to use the lowest prac-

ticable signal power consistent with a usable signal-to-noise ratio. A
value of — 20 dbm referred to zero transmission level for the steady idle

tone is satisfactory for this purpose. In order to obtain an overall margin

of 8 db the sensitivity of the receiver is set at —28 dbm. A higher power

.tEP«jrtT^~jMjbi >-tj»-.^fc icJilteilfe.^ii.ii"M^fcl.
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is used for a short time at the beginning of each application of signaling

tone to help overcome hne noise and attenuation variation. This power

increase is 14 db for the 1600-cycle system and 12 db for the 2,600-cycle

system.

(c) Imitation of Signal by Speech or Plant Tones

Anin-band signaling system requires that the receiver respond to signal-

ing tone and at the same time be non responsive to speech formed cur-

rents. The principal design factors employed to achieve this feature are

(1) the use of "guard action," (2) the employment of as narrow a band-

width as practicable for the signal selective network, (3) the use of

volume limiting, (4) the use of the longest operate time practicable,

consistent with trunk signaling requirements, and (5) the use of the

highest frequency that can be handled by the voice path.

"Guard action" is the principal means used in protecting the receiver

against operation on speech. It consists in the use of nearly all fre-

quencies in the voice band other than those in a narrow band centered

on the signaling frequency to generate a voltage which is used to oppose

that resulting from the signal frequency. The siun of these two voltages,

plotted against frequency, for a typical receiver is shown in Fig. 2. A
term used to specify the magnitude of the guard action is "guard-signal

ratio" (G/S in Fig. 2) or just "guard ratio." The amount of guard which

can be used is limited by signal to noise ratio because noise, like speech,

tends to oppose operation of the receiver. A guard ratio in the range of

6 to 10 db has been found to be practicable.

Protection against signal imitation is also provided by narrowing the

signal frequency band as much as practicable, since this reduces the

effective operating power of voice and noise frequencies. However, the

extent of this narrowing is limited since the operating bandmdth must

be sufficient to allow for frequency variation in the signal supply, for

carrier shift in the transmission path, for variation in the elements of the

tuned circuit in the receiver and to allow for the transmission of the

needed side bands of the signaling pulses.

A bandwidth of 60 to 75 cycles at the 3 db points at dialing power

(about — 6 dbm at zero level) has been adopted as about the minimum

that is practicable. Because of limiting and guard action the effective

bandwidth is a function of input power and in the particular designs

adopted approaches about 150 cycles at the just operate point.

Volume limiting is another means used to help prevent false operation

on high levels of speech. The explanation of this action is illustrated in
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Fig. 2 — Signal-guard characteristics of 2,600-cyele receiver.

Fig. 3. The dotted line shows a characteristic for a receiver with no

limiting, while the solid lines are for one with limiting. As shown, a given

large input would produce an output of E^ , the difference between the

signal voltage and guard voltage components, for the former case and

an output of Ez , which is about half as much, for the latter case. This

will be less likely to operate the receiver when applied for a short interval

of time, although either mil produce an operation if apphed long enough,

because either exceeds the just operate value Ei

.

Having established the basic design parameters of sensitivity, band-

width, guard to signal ratio, luniting characteristics and speed of re-

sponse it is important to know the relationship between signal imitation

and the frequency used for signaling.

To obtain infomiation on this subject a series of tests were made using

a number of guard chamiel receivers as nearly alike as possible except for

the fretiuencies of signal response, w-hich were 800, 1,350, 1,800, 2,400
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Table III

Receiver senaitivity (0 level)

Receiver signal bandwidth (3 db points), at just operate level

approx
Guard to signal ratio

Start of limiting above just operate, approx
Minimum duration signal for operate

-28dbm

150 cyclea
6db
5db

50 ms
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and 2,600 cycles. The signal-guard characteristics of all of these re-

ceivers are shown in Fig. 4. Other parameters used are given in Table III.

The results of these tests are shown in Fig. 5, where frequency is

plotted against signal imitations per 100 calls. The receivers were located

at New York and were connected at different times in trunks to Boston,

Toronto, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Washington and Miami, so as to get some

geographical speech distribution. There was no detectable geographic

effect.

The type of speech sound causing the signal imitation is also of in-

terest even though we have not as yet been able to put this information
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Table IV

Circuit "singing" or momentary circuit transient.

Adult whistle
Uncertain
Tone spurt
Speech imitations

10

2
8
1

48

Total

.

69

to use in the design of single frequency guard type receivers. In observa-

tions on many thousands of calls it was noted that vowel type sounds

were the predominant cause of signal imitations, with all except a few

being formed by female speech. At the highest frequency tested (2,600

cycles) over 90 per cent were caused by the long e vowel sound (as in

jeet). At the intermediate frequencies 1,350 and 1,800 cycle) most vowel

sounds were noted, while at 800 cycles signal imitations were caused

principally by two sounds, namely O (as in hoh) which accounted for

about 50 per cent of the total and aw (as in awl) and similar sounds like

ah as in father.

Signal imitations from vowel sounds are to be expected because of

their relatively large energy and sustained nature. For instance it is well

known'* that a sustained long e sound can have a large component in the

high frequency range with very little energy in the range from 500 to

2,000 cycles where the guard action is effective. Likewise a sustained

long sound can have a large peak in the 500-cycle to 1,000-cycle range

with little energy in the 1,000-cycle to 3,000-cycle range where the guard

action is effective for the 800-cycle receiver.

Speech formed currents are not the only source of signal imitation. In

one series of observations using 2,600-cycle receivers invohdng circuits

from New York to a number of other cities including Toronto, Boston,

Baltimore, Washington and Miami a total of r>9 signal imitations were

observed. In each case an attempt was made to determine the sound

that caused the false operation, with the results given in Table IV.

NOISE CONSIDERATIONS

Noise affects the signaling system in a variety of ways depending upon

the nature of the noise and upon the particular signaling function being

performed. When tone is first applied it is of course desired that the re-

ceiver operate. However at this time the "guard" circuit is functioning

because it is also desired that the receiver be non responsive to speech.

Noise, which acts on the guard circuit Hke speech, will therefore tend to

prevent operation of the receiver. If the noise is steady and large enough
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it would of course permanently prevent operation, while if it is of short

dination and occurred at the beginning of a signal inter\'^al it would only

delay operation. Even a short delay would be harmful to ring forward or

dialing signals but could be tolerated in disconnect or flashing signals.

All example of how a short duration high level noise affects receiver

operation is illustrated in Fig. 6. As can be seen this particular noise

transient, which happened to be caused by a relay in the trunk circuit,

occurred just prior to and overlapping the tone interval. It would se-

riously damage a ring forward signal. The solution to this particular

prolilem is to absorb the noise at its source, or prevent it from reaching

the voice path.

After the receiver is operated for a short time (0.2 sec or so) the guard

action is removed. Later on when the tone is removed it is desired that

the receiver release, but noise at this time will tend to prevent release.

The solution to this problem is a compromise in receiver sensitivity,

i.e., it must be sensitive enough to hold up on the weakest signaling tone

and yet release on the maximum noise that can be tolerated from a

speech point of view. Fortunately such a compromise is achieved with a

sensitivity that will cause the receiver to hold mth the tone about 8 db

BEGINNING OF
TRANSMITTING TONE

TRANSIENT VOLTAGE AT
- TRANSMITTING END

(-16 TL)

-5.01-

BEGINNING OF
RECEIVED TONE

20 30 40
TIME IN MILLISECONDS

TRANSIENT VOLTAGE
AT RECEIVING END

C+7 TL)

Fig. 6 — Example of transient voltageB generated by relay operation.
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below normal and yet permit release in the presence of as much as 50 dba
of thermal noise at zero transmission level.

SPECIFIC DESIGNS

The two signaling systems 1,600 and 2,600 cycles, are basically similar

in principle. However, as can be seen by reference to Fig. 5, a simple

guard type receiver having a frequency of 1,600 cycles would have too

many signal imitations. To overcome this the guard ratio during the

talking condition was increased from 6 to 10 db, the minimum signal

interval to just cause a response was increased to 100 milliseconds during

the talking condition and the sensitivity was decreased to —16 dbm.
As a result fairly complicated timing and switching circuits are needed
to assure that both transmitting and receiving circuits have the right

condition at the right time.

Table V gives a summary of the principal design parameters of the

two systems.

DESCRIPTION OF 1,600-CYCLE DESIGN

A front view of the 1,600-cycle main unit is shown in Fig. 7. This
panel is 8 inches high by 23 inches mde and weighs about 20 lb. The
essential elements of the circuit are shown in Fig. 8. It connects to the

trunk relays over two leads e and m and into the line circuit via leads

labeled t, r, Ti and Ri . The transmitter, shown in the upper portion of

the figure, uses dc biased germanium varistors (diodes) to control the

application of signal current to the line, and for control functions, uses

four relays designated m, co, hl and rr. The functioning of the first

three except for tone control are described under the heading "Descrip-

tion of 2,600 Cycle Design" later in this article. The rr relay (not shown)
in conjunction with the m relay lengthens the sent pulse for the ring for-

Table V

Dialing Coadition Talking Condition

1.600 2,600 1,600 2,600

Sensitivity, dbm -28

150
60

35
5

"28

150

75
-6

35
5

-16

150

60
10

100

5

-28

150
75

Bandwidth, cycles

Minimum signal for just operate, ms
Start of limit above just operate, db

50
5
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Fig. 8 — Simplified diagram of 1,600-cycle signaling circuit.
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ward signal because the far end receiver at this time has a long operate

time.

The signal receiver is connected in series with the receiving branch

of the voice transmission path and is pro\'ided with a voice amplifier to

provide a blocking function so noises originating in the smtching equip-

ment or beyond will not interfere with operation of the signaling receiver,

and to compensate for the signaling bridging loss.

The receiving portion of the circuit is shown in the central and lower

portions of Fig. 8. The idle condition of the trunk is shown, tone is being

received, the r, rg and rf relays are operated and the band elimination

filter is insei'ted in the receiving branch to prevent signaling tone from

entering a connected circuit and interfering mth signaling there.

The signal currents coming in from the line are passed through the

signal amplifier, limiter and low pass filter and applied to the signal-

guard network from which signal voltage is applied to the dc amplifier

tube to operate the above mentioned relays and open the e lead, which

extends into the trunk circuit. Typical wave forms at several points in

the circuit are shown in Fig. 9. The extra operate time provided during

the talking condition is obtained from slow relays (not shown) which at

this time are in the path from the r to the rg relay. These relays also

change the sensitivity, and guard ratio.

INCOMING SIGNAL

f RECTIFIED SIGNAL
VOLTAGE 6], FIG. 8

Y
RELAY

OPERATES \

Y

-DISTORTION

RECTIFIED GUARD
VOLTAGE 62, FIG. 6

NET VOLTAGE AT
DC AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT SIGNAL
(NO CORRECTION)

Fig. 9 — Typical wave forms in 1,600-cycle receiver.
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Fig. 10 — Front view of tlie 2,600-cycle signaling panel.

The R delay, because of guard action and the fact that its secondary-

winding is closed through a varistor and resistance, is relatively slow to

operate and fast to release. For this reason some form of pulse correction

is necessary to get good dial operation. This is obtained with the rg

(regenerate) relay and its associated cr timing network, and there re-

sults an output pulse within the needed limits, even though the signal on

the R relay is shortened considerably.

DESCRIPTION OF 2,600-CYCLE DESIGN

The 2,600-cycle unit, shown in Fig. 10, is just half the size of the 1,600-

cycle unit, costs less than half as much, and is of the "plug in" type so it

can be readily replaced for maintenance action.

A simplified diagram of the new signaling circuit is shown in Fig. 11,

with the transmitting portion in the upper part of the figure and the

receiver in the lower part. The transmitting portion employs three re-

lays designated m, hl, and co which are interconnected to perform the

following functions: relay m is used to key the signaling tone; relay hl

(high level) adds 12 decibels to the tone power at the beginning of each

signal tone application to improve signal reliability in the presence of

line noise and variations ui attenuation; and relay co (cut off) cuts the

line momentarily to prevent noises originating in the switching equip-

ment from interfering with signaling.
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The operation of the receiver will be explained by describing its action

(except for pulsing which will be described later) when signal frequency-

is received. This ac tone is amplified (or limited if it is too large) and
then passed on to the signal and guard networks where a relatively

high voltage results in the signaling channel and a lower voltage in the

J-40V

Fig. 11 — Simplified diagram of 2,600-cycle signaling circuit.
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guard channel. These voltages are then applied to rectifying circuits

where positive and negative dc voltages are developed and passed on

to the dc amplifier tubes a and b, respectively. The rf relay operates

first and cuts in the band elimination filter thereby preventing signaling

tones from entering a connected toll line and interfering with the signal-

ing there. However, a short spurt of tone will get through because of the

finite time required to operate this relay, and the r relay must therefore

be made slow enough so that it will not operate on this tone. This action

is obtained with the resistor-capacitor network (ot and C3) in the grid

circuit of the associated dc amplifier.

A short time (about 200 ms) after the r relay operates, a relay

(not shown) releases, which short circuits the guard network and inserts

enough resistance in series with the signal network to substantially re-

move its tuning. The purpose of removing the guard action during the

idle condition is to prevent release of the receiver which would otherwise

be caused by occasional bursts of line noise.

The signal network is made broad at this time for the following reason.

In comiectioMS to an intercepting operator, "off hook" supervision is not

returned to the originating end to avoid charging for the call. This means

that tone remains on the line to continue to hold up the receiver. At the

same time the intercepting operator's speech must of course be trans-

mitted over the line so that both speech and tone enter the receiver.

Speech can be of a relatively high power as compared to the tone with

the result that the action of the limiter tends to suppress the tone and

could falsely release the receiver if the signal tuning w^ere present. How-

ever, with broad tuning either speech or tone \vill hold up the receiver

and no trouble is encountered.

The blocking amplifier seen in Fig. U has the same function as in the

1,600-cycle design described previously.

Among the new features in this unit, one of the most significant is

the pulse-correcting circuit. This feature is a very important element

in the entire long distance connection since it serves to keep the length

of the dial pulses within specified time limits. The dial pulses on many

calls may have to go through a number of central offices and all their

associated equipment, and in each stage of the transmission path the

ideal 60-millisecond dial pulse may be distorted so that it becomes too

long or too short.

The pulse-correction is accomplished by generating appropriate tran-

sient voltages, whose duration is determined by capacitor-resistor net-

works. These voltages are then applied to the grid of dc amplifier b in

Fig. 11 to perform the elongation or shortening of the pulses as required.
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Dial pulses of 2,600-cycle tone with various degrees of distortion enter

the circuit at the left of the diagram. It is desired that they be corrected,

converted to an interrupted de current in lead e by means of relay r,

and then passed on through the toll office. This break in the dc current

will effectively key the next outgoing tone transmitter, which faithfully

reproduces the break intervals. The n and be' relays are shown operated

as would be the case if au originally short dial tone pulse were being eon-

verted into a longer dc current break in lead e, i.e., closer to 00 milli-

seconds in duration.

Currents of signal frequency build up voltages across the "signal

network," while currents of any other frequency, such as those from

.speech, build up voltages across the "guard network." These voltages are

rectified separately, as shown, to obtain oppositely poled dc voltages

across the signal capacitor s and the guard capacitor g. During normal

speech, the voltages across the guard capacitor will dominate and, being

negative, will keep the grid of dc amplifier b negative to prevent opera-

tion of the R relay at this time.

However, wlieu dial tone pulses are applied, the main voltage will

appear across the signal capacitor, vnih a small transient voltage ap-

pearing across the guard capacitor due to sidebands of the dialing fre-

quency. This transient, being negative, produces an effect shown at (a)

60 MS

SERIES OF
[NCOMING DIAL
PULSES OF

2600 Oj TONE
(TOO SHORT)

GRID VOLTAGE
ON DC

AMPLIFIER (B)
IN FIGURE 11 _6V

50 MS 50 MS 50 MS
OUTPUT CURRENT

IN CIRCUIT E
OF FIGURE 11 J I

CORRESPONDS TO
40 MS INTERVAL

Fig. 12 — Wave forms for lengthening of short dial pulses.
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in Fig. 12, the middle diagram of which represents the voltage on the

grid of the dc amphfier b. The voltage on the grid of this amplifier will

thereafter build up slowly as shown at (b) because of the ot (operate

time) resistor and Cs capacitor. In this illustration it is assumed that the

incoming dial pulse has a duration of only 40 milliseconds, which is

shorter than desired. In this particular case the rf relay operates about

at time (b) and the r relay at point (c), which is just prior to the end of

the pulses. It is therefore necessary, in order to obtain a corrected output

signal, to delay the release of the r relay. This is accomplished by causing

current to flow into the grid of the dc amplifier tube b from time (c) to

time (d). This current comes from energy stored in 02 from battery d

prior to time (c) and from the positive transient at the plate of tube a

generated by the end of the pulse. At time (d) the rf relay releases, and

the voltage on the grid of the dc amphfier b decays along the Ime from

(d) to (e), at which point relay r releases. The result is that the r relay

has sent on a pulse that has been corrected from an original 40 to a final

50 milliseconds. It is possible but uneconomical to build a unit that

would achieve perfect pulse correction to 60 milliseconds, but when a

number of toll lines are in tandem, the pulses will have to pass through

75MS 25MS 75MS

SERIES OF
INCOMING DIAL
PULSES OF

2600 '\j TONE
(TOO LONG)

GRID VOLTAGE
ON DC

AMPLIFIER (B) -6V
IN FIGURE It

35MS €5 MS

OUTPUT CURRENT
IN CIRCUIT E
OF FIGURE 11

J
35 MS

CORRESPONDS TO
75 MS INTERVAL

Fig. 13 — Wave forma for shortening of long dial pulses.
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several sf units, and the pulses will therefore be brought close to 60

milliseconds by the successive corrections.

The action of the pulse corrector when the incoming signal is too long

will be explained mth the help of Fig. 13. Here the cycle of events will

be assumed to start at (a), just at the end of an incoming dial pulse.

From (a) to (b) current mil flow into the grid of the dc amplifier b, at

(b) the RF relay will release, and the voltage will start to decay, all ac-

tions so far being the same as in Fig. 12. In this instance, however, a new
pulse would come along before the r relay has had a chance to release,

and unless something is done about it, it would not release at all.
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This "something" consists of using the large negative transient voltage

generated at the plate of tube a resulting from the application of a posi-

ti%^e pulse to its grid. This transient, shown at (c) drives the grid of b

rapidly and heavily negative, thereby forcing the r relay to release. The

remainder of the pulse-correcting action consists in using this same

transient to delay the reoperation of the r relay. This is accomplished by

storing some of the energy in the Ri Ci network. This slows the building

up of the voltage as shown at (e), and the relay r reoperates at (f). The

resultant repeated signal is sho\vn below, where a 75-millisecond signal

has been pulse-corrected to 65 milliseconds, further corrections being

effected in the subsequent sf units.

Dialing performance of typical signaling units is shown by graphs in

Figs. 14(a), (b), and (c). These curves show per cent break input plotted

against per cent break output for 9, 10 and 12 pulses per second for one

and 6-link operation. If the system were linear the input-output charac-

teristic would be a 45 degree straight line. When the slope is less than 45

degrees there is pulse correction, and if the slope were zero with an output

at 60 per cent, pulse correction would be perfect. It is noted that the

pulse correction action improves as the speed increases and at 12 pulses

per second the output is nearly independent of input.
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